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Shu Cosmetic Surgery Achieves High Success Rate of Fat Transfer Procedures
Summary: Cutting edge lipo technologies and refined fat injection techniques at Shu Cosmetic Surgery
have led to 90% high success rate in its first 50 cases of fat transfer augmentation in breasts, buttocks,
and faces.
Minneapolis, MN (April 2014) – Perhaps more women are educated about fat transfer or have a growing
desire for minimally invasive cosmetic procedures, as people are actively seeking natural augmentations
with a fat transfer in 2014. Shu Cosmetic Surgery, a cosmetic surgery clinic located in Minneapolis, has
announced 90% high success rate in its first 50 cases of fat transfer augmentation in breasts, buttocks,
and faces.
Shu Cosmetic Surgery started offering all‐natural fat transfer augmentation since 2011, and it has helped
many women in Minnesota who seek to augment the size and restore the youthful appearance of the
specific body areas.
This procedure utilizes a patient’s own fat cells, which are harvested using new liposuction technologies.
These autologous fat cells are injected into the patient’s body parts to naturally augment their size and
improve shapes without using implants.
“We are the first cosmetic clinic that offers stem cell enhanced natural fat transfer augmentation in
Minnesota,” stated Dr. Steven Shu, medical director at Shu Cosmetic Surgery. “With our experience,
cutting edge lipo technologies, gentle fat process system and refined fat microinjection techniques have
led to higher success rates and predictable results in fat transfer procedures.”
There are a handful reasons why woman’s body parts will begin to lose their volume and natural shape.
Age, weight fluctuation, pregnancy, breastfeeding, and the effect of gravity all affect the appearance of
body. Natural augmentation with fat transfer is a good option if women want to restore their more
youthful appearance without implants.
By using these advanced liposculpture techniques to remove unwanted fat in certain areas, in
combination with injecting natural filler ‐ fat into the body tissue, Dr. Shu can contour and reshape a
woman’s body with a minimally invasive approach.
Dr. Shu performs liposuction and fat transfer under intravenous sedation and local tumescent
anesthesia in the accredited private surgical center in Edina, Minnesota. There is no general anesthesia
or hospitalization.
“This procedure is a safe and effective way to permanently remove unwanted fat and sculpt the body,
while creating fuller breasts or buttocks at the same time,” says Dr. Shu. “One of the main benefits of
the modern fat transfer procedure is the high fat survival rate, which helps ensure a higher overall
success rate for the procedure.”

Not every patient is qualified for fat transfer procedures. Although facial 3D augmentation doesn’t
requires much fat, the natural breast augmentation and Brazilian butt lift do require a lot of fat. Because
of the limitation of fat availability and individual genetics and specific conditions, the result of fat
transfer is less predictable than implants. Therefore, patients should have a reasonable expectation of
the size increase.
About Dr. Shu and Shu Cosmetic Surgery
Steven Shu, MD, MBA, is a board certified laser surgeon and an expert in office cosmetic surgeries in
Minnesota. He is a member of the American Academy of Cosmetic Surgery and has adopted many
advanced liposuction and fat transfer techniques to achieve ideal results with more efficiency and safety.
Shu Cosmetic Surgery offers a full line of cosmetic surgery services. All cosmetic procedures are
performed in the accredited private surgical center in Edina, Minnesota. For more information on Shu
Cosmetic Surgery, please visit the center's website at http://www.shucosmeticsurgery.com or
http://www.rejuvelaser.com.
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